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This paper will treat the Basque resultative from a primarily typological point of
view, following Nedjalkov (1988). Questions of languagecon~act and language
change, however, will also be dealt with, especially with regard to how the passive
con.struction developed from one of the resultative constructions.* '

Basque is an isolated language, spoken on both sides of the western Pyrenees in
South-West France (the so called l'Jorthern dialects) and Northern Spain (the so
called Southern dialects). Although a Non-Indo-European language, it has been in
contact for centuries with Spanish and Aragonese, on the Spanish side of the border,
and with Gascon on the French side. In this century French has gradually supplanted
Gascon as the second language in the Northern dialect area.

Basque is an ergative language with scrambling word order.! For this reason it is
not surprising that it originally lacked a passive voice,2 but we will see in the course
of this paper how a passive construction has emerged from one of the resultatives.
One of the most peculiar characteristics of Basque is its group inflection, i.e. Basque
does not inflect words, but syntagmatic phrases, as can be seen in the following
example:

(0) Aita Saindu -a -k atzo bi erresum -eri aphezpiku bat
Father Holy -IND -ERG yesterday two nation -DAT bishop IDF
L- NP--IND -Case ~NP--Case L----=.NP~

ararte - ko igorri d -io -tea
mediator - DEL send ABS -DAT- P(ERG)

PCP 3.PRS - 3 (3)
LNP--Case L-VerbComplex-----AUX I

(Lafitte 1979: 46)
'Yesterday the Holy Father (has) sent a bishop as mediator to the two nations.'

* Abbreviations: ABL, ablative; ABS, absolutive; ADD, additive, ADV, adverb; ART, article; AUX, auxiliary;
ENC, enunciative; DAT, dative; DEL, delimitative; ERG, ergative; F, feminine; FAM, familiar (allocutive); FUT,
future; GER, gerund; IDF, indefinite (article); IMP, imperative; IN, inessive; INn, individualizer; ITR,
intransitive; M, masculine; NEG, negative; NO~I, nominalizer; PART, partitive; pep, participle; P, plural; PRS,
present; RFL, reflexive; S, singular; SR, subordinator; TR, transitive.

(1) The typological correlates ofergativity in Basque are described in Brettschneider (1979).
(2) Rebuschi (983) mentions a few instances of antipassive in Basque. Even ifhe is right, this category is still

rather marginal.
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As we can see, flexional morphemes are always added to the last word of the noun
phrase, whereas the verb complex is constructed by the non-finite full verb followed
by a TAM-auxiliary, the latter containing personal particles for up to three actants.

In order to better understand the formation and function of the Basque resulta
tive, we should take a closer look at the verb cOJnplex:

The verb complex
Synthetic vs. analytic/periphrastic construction

We can add personal affixes (particles) only to a very small number of verbs
(among them the TAM-auxiliaries), as in the following example (from Unified
Basque, euskara batua, the standard language):

(1) egon ~ n -en -go -en 'I stayed'
stay IS -PAST -ROOT -PAST

This form is called the 'synthetic' verb construction} Verbs are normally cons
tructed periphrastically, by adding a TAM-auxiliary to a non-finite full verb form:

(2) kanta -tze -n d -u -t '1 (am) sing(ing)'
'sing -NOM -IN ABS -TR -ERG

3.PRS IS ('1 have it')

The finite verb dut is a form of the transitive auxiliary *edun, which, employed as
a full verb, means 'to have'.

Basque possesses a recent perfect, which is constructed in almost the same way
and is reminiscent of the corresponding Latin construction:

(3) kanta -tu d -u -t - cantatu(m) habeo 'I "have sung'
sing "-PCP ABS-TR -ERG

3. PRS IS ('I have it')

In the past tense, the distinction between the participle and the nominal verb
serves to distinguish perfective and imperfective aspect:

(4) kanta -tu n -u -en '1 sang (pfv.)'
sing -PCP ERG -TR(ABS)4 -PAST

IS (3S) ('I had it')

(5) kanta -tze -n nuen
sing -NOM -IN ERG -TR

1S
(ABS)
(3S)

'1 sang (ipfv.) / was singing'
-PAST
Cl had it')

The future and' the future of the past are formed by adding the delimitative case
suffix to the participle form:
(6) kanta -tu -ko dut/nuen '1 will/would sing'

sing -PCP -DEL AUX (cf. above)

(3) Whereas there was still a considerable number of synthetically constructed verbs in the 16 rh century (cf.
Lafon 1943), they have been gradually disappearing since then.

(4) The absolutive is not marked by a particle in this form. There is no overt marking for the third person
absolutive in the past, as there is no oven marking for the third person ergative in the present. Its presence can be
deducted from the transitive meaning of the auxiliary. In the satne vein, the absence of the plural marker implies
singularity.
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Three Resultatives

The participle form is also used for constructing resultatives. There are three
ways of forming them in Basque:

a) with the individualizer added to the participle:

(7) Etxe -a· sal -du -a d -a. 'The house is sold'
house -IND sell -PCP -IND ABS -ITR.PRS

3.PRS

b) with the partitive case suffix added to the participle:

(8) Etxe -a sal -du -rik d -a. 'The house is sold'
house-IND sell -PCP -P;iRT ABS -ITR.PRS

3.PRS

c) with the clitic -(e)ta (additive) added to the participle:

(9) Etxe -a sal -du -ta d -a -go. 'The house is sold.'
house -IND sell -PCP -ADD ABS -PRS -stay

3.PRS

The difference between the three resultative constructions is mainly a dialectal
one. Whereas a) and b) are used in the Northern dialects (in Souletin Basque, b)
predominates), c) is typical of the dialects on the Spanish side of the border; it is also
promoted by speakers of Unified Basque, which is based on these dialects. The form
dago is the third person singular of the verb egon ('to stayt), which corresponds to the
Spanish estar; dago is used instead of da for reasons of language contact in the Basque
dialects of Spain.5

-In Lower Navarra, speakers tend to differentiate betweeri constructions a) and b);
the partitive formation of the resultative seems to suggest a more transitory state for
those who use both forms.

In addition, it is possible to construct a more personal resultative (involving an
actor) by using the transitive auxiliary (e.g. du 's/he6 has', or, in the South, dauka Cs/he
holds'). I will say a few words on these two diathesis types later on in this paper.

Individualization

In o~der to understand the formation of the most commonly used resultative, i.e.
the one formed with an -a or -ak (in the plural) we h~ve to consider the overall
function of this element, which is often called "definite article" in the literature,
although it also functions as a marker of the predicative adjective or noun:

(10) (ni) 'zaharr -a n -aiz. 'I am old.'
(I) old -IND ABS -ITR.PRS

IS

(5) The same distinction is made in transitive sentences between *edun ('to have', Spanish: haber), the third
person singular (absolutive and ergative) of which is dUt and eduki ('to hold', Spanish: tener) with dauka in the third
person singular (absolutive and ergative).

(6) Or 'it't there is no gender, sex or animacy distinction for the third person in Basque. Especially when actors
are involved, I only note cs/he' in my translation of the examples where it is not clear who/what the third person is.
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I have t:~..U~d this element individualizer, following Iturrioz (1982, 1985), who
has showQ ~ha~ its main function is individll~lization.

In the N9rtpern dialects, adding the individualizer to predicative adj~ctives may
sometim~~ b~ optional and corresponds to a difference in meaning:7 ' ,

(11) Arno::a on -a d -a. 'The wit1~ is good.'
wiqf3 =INP good -IND ABS -ITa. JPRS

3S.PRS

(12) Arl1Q ~a

wine ~IND

on
good

cl -a.
ABS -ITR.PRS
3S.PRS

'(The) wjpe is good.'
[sc~ for yqur healthJ

Only ~h~ adjective with the individualizer allows for number agreemep.t:

(13) OqjQ -a -k on -a -k d -lr -a.
m4~ttrOQm. -IND -PL good -1Nl) -Pi ABS -PL -ITR.PRS

3. PRS
'rh~ rnu~hrooms are good. ~

The inclividualizer makes the element it is attached to accessible for the category
of numQ~~~Of ~ Iturrioz puts it (1985: 179)~

L..] l~ ausencia de -a signaliza algo rnas que falta de referenci~lid~d, signaliza
~de'mas falta de numero, mejor dicho neutralizaci6n de la opo$iciqn numerica
(~f€J:tl~numeralidad),oposici6n queJUq~O con el genero constituye, L..], una de las
~~cpicas de individuaci6n posibles. , '

The Pf~(U~~te in (11) and (13) consists of the predicative adjective (or noun) in.
agreemeqf w~th the head, while the auxiliary functions as the cop~l~; in (~2), on the
other haqq, {h~ adje<;tive without t4e individualizer, together with th~ ~pxiliary,

forms the V~fg qomplex.9 This can be illustrated by means ofbra~k~ts:

(14) [h~flgJ~ [predicative adj/nounJi [copula/auxJi

(15) [h~a€l]i [non-individualized element + copula/aqxJi
"L-VerbComplex AUX~"

In otft~r words: The individualizer makes the a9.jec~ive predi~~tjv~: Qn~y the
individq.f!li~~d adjective can attribute an individual qp~lity to a h~aq, wh~r,~flS the
non-ip.€livid"fllized element is not related ~o the he~q (therefore, it c;lo~s n9f agree
wi~h if)" gyt, together with the auxiliary, it forms fhe participatioq ftam~ pf the
s~ft{~nce~ ~~ample (12) may be paraphrased in the fqllpwing way: 'I~ q,Q~& g9,od to
qrink win~. ~ "'

In simil~r fashion, the r~~ultative construction differ.s from the ~,e~~q~ l?'~rf~~t: In
t:ll~ perfect, the participle 40d the auxiliary form a ~ingle whole (cf. ,(3~: (l~)~ and

(7) The, second sentence (12), without the individualizer, is considereq. opsolete by some spe~~ (e~p,. ¥punger
ones); in Southern dialects it may even be taken for a mistake.

(8) The absence of -a signalizes som~~hingmore than the lack of refereq.tiality, it also signali~~~ ~~ ,qfq.PJ11ber,
i.e. neutralization of the number oppos~~ipn (transnumerality), the opposi~ion that constitutes, ~pget~J" ~I#P the
generical [category), one of the possibl~t~~hniquesof individuatioq. . '

(9) The demarcation of noun phf~~~ in the overall system of 'gro~p inflexion' can best be seen as ~ ~i~ ~ff~ct of
individualization.
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(15) above)~ whereas the resultative (e.g. ip. (7) above) mOte closely resembles the
predicative copular construction in (14), cont~ining the participle, which functions
as a kind of predicative adjective, and a copql~ (cf. (11) and (13) above). This is not
surprising, however, since, according to Bf~~ (1988: 55), one of the main function of
the resultative is to characterize the he~g gf a construction, i.e. to attribute an
individual ql1ality to it.

The perfect, on the other hand, only ~i~nalizes that an action has recently
occurred anq, ~ Nedjalkov puts it (1988~ l~)~

The aft~f~effectsof the action express~d~y the perfect are non-specific, and they
are not attrip~ted to any particular part~€jp~ri~of the situation.

The res\lltative formation with the D~~itive may be explained in a similar way,
since one of the functions of the p~rtittve i§ that of an adverbial marker, i.e. when
linked to adj~ctives:

(16) isil -ik 'silently'
silent -PART

The common denominator of th~ qiffef~nt functions of the partitive has to do
with individuali?:ation: According to lturrio~ (l985: 38f.), the partitive is in fact a
generalizer. Thj~ is confirm~q py its use as aQ ~dverbial marker: Whereas an (indivi
dualized) adjective attri.b\ltes a specific quality· tg a head, the adverb serve$ to express
a general circ~stanc~;.when used predic~tiv@ly~ it indicates a transitional or cha;nge
able state inste,\d of ~p. individual quality (thj~ js the reason why some speakers
prefer dago with it, cf~ ~panish esta): .

(17) (i) Isil~ik da(go)~ cS/he is (remains) ~H~nt:~

Compare with:

(17) (ii) Isil-~ da. ~~th~ is silent (of ~hara~~@~):'

(iii) isil qflgo~ ~Slh~ is silent . (ss ~eeps ~il~fl~e).'

,Example (17) (i) s~~fig~ between (ii) and (iii), as i~ ~presses neither a quality (ii)
nor a voluntary action (i.U)lO but a transitory ~tate.

The full verb qf th~ resultative thus tak~~ ~p.e pla{:e of the predicatively used
adverb. That is the rf~on why this resultative h~ a transitory nuance for some
~,peakers.

. The third way of c~Qstntcting the resultative emph~izes the temporal sequence
p~tweenan action (chaQg~qf the situation) and its resql~ant state. This 'serialization'
i~ ~xpressed by the add~i-i.v~particle -(e)ta: 11

(1~) Etxe -a sal -du -ta d -~ ~~o. 'The house is sold.'
house-IND sell -PCP -ADD Al3S =J?!tS ~stay

3.PRS

lit. 'The house sold and it is.'

(10) The semantic component of voluntary action is v~ry we~l ~l~eq. ~p an example from Azkue (1969: I,
433), who cites the following proverb (orthography sligh~ly mQ~~Q.i·~ ~by Jille): fsit hago emaitean, mintza hadi
pf/rtzean. 4Keep silence in giving (emaitean), speak (mintza hadi, IMP) in takit;lg (hartze-an).

(11) When used as a conjunction, it means a11d. It~trioz has devoted the articles already mentioned (1982,
1985) to a thorough functional analysis ofall the usages of -(e)ta.
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Some people reject the construction if the action, of which the expressed state is
the result, has never really taken place (what Nedjalkov 1988: 14 calls "quasi-resul
tative").12

Additive constructions like (18) are very similar to advetbials, as Iturrioz shows
in detail (1982: 28-32) and it is not surprising that we find them in copredication:

(19) Elhurr-a izaki -eta ebas -ka
snow -IND be -ADD steal -GER

aise aberas -tu d -a.
easy rich -PCP ABS -lTR.PRS

3.PRS
(Lafitte 1979: 453)

'As there is snow, he has easily become rich by stealing.'

The construction with the partitive, functioning as an adverbial element, can also
be used for copredication:

(20) Bertz -e -k galdegin -ik kanta -tu d - u
other -IND-ERG ask -PART sing -PCP ABS -TR

-p 3. PRS
'The others having asked [me], 1have sung.'
free: '1 sang on the others' demand.'

-to

-ERG
IS

(ib.)

The latter two resultatives are commonly used to connect sentences; as aspect
markers, the formatives of the resultative play an important role in the functional
domain of sentence connexion. 13

The three resultatives may be ordered on a scale:14 Whereas the main function of
the -a(k)- resultative is the attribution of a quality, the -ta- resultative mainly insists
on the temporal sequentiality of action and result with a slight reminiscence of
quality attribution in its proximity to adverbials. The -ik- resultative stands be
tween the two others. In fact, the non-resultative end of the scale would be the
perfect, where temporality alone is of interest. This scale is paralleled by that of
individualization:15

individualized non-individualized/generic

-a

resultative

-ik -ta o
perfect

(12) Txomin Peillen from the Basque Academy ("Euskaltzaindialt)~ personal communication.
(13) The resultative is located on the overlap of the functional domain of tense-aspect-mood marking and that

of sentence connexion (Raible 1988 proposes the term "Junction"). In the course of my article) I will show that the
resultative also plays a role in the domain of active/passive diathesis. A universalist model of language (such as the
Unityp model) cf. Seiler 1990) must account for tangential points between the domains it establishes. They are
perhaps far more numerous as has been assumed: Think of the relation between passive~ potential, and honorifics in
Japanese (Shibatani 1985)~ or ofhonorifics and possession (Haase 1989: 406f.).

(14) It may even constitute a continuum in the strict sense of the Unityp model, as defined in Seiler (1990:
58-60).

(15) The scale of individualization underlies the distinction between, isila, isilik, and isH. For more evidence on
individualization, see Iturrioz (1982, 1985).
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Language contact

The variety of resultative constructions found in Basque and its areal distribution
leads us to think that it is not a genuinely Basque pattern. If it is genuinely Basque,
the influence of the contact languages might have encouraged the development of
different dialectal preferences. The Castilian model for example (9), from the Spa
nish side of the border, can be easily seen in the following: 16

(21) He vend -id -0 la casa. 'I have sold the house.'
AUX.TR sell -PCP -M ART house' (perfect)
IS F (F)

resultative)

'Sihe has sold the house.'
(perfect)

Etxe -a sal
house-IND sell

(24)

(22) Tengo vend -id -a la casa desde hace mucho tiempo.
hold: sell -PCP -F ART house from ago much time
IS F (F) (resultative)
'1 have been'holding (lit.: hold) the house sold for a long time.'

Again, the resultative in (22) -having to do with the attribution of a quality
triggers agreement, but the main difference between the perfect and the resultative
is the use of the verb tener ('to hold', implying. a transitory state) in the latter.

This construction has been transferred to Basque:

(23) Etxe -a sal -du d -u.
house-IND sell -PCP ABS -TR(ERG)

3.PRS ·(3)

-du -ta c;l -a -uka.
-PCP -ADD ABS -PRS -hold'

3.PRS
lit.: 'The house (has been) sold and slhe holds it.'

The only difference between the Spanish and Basque example is the use of the
additive particle -(e)ta, which underlines the sequence of action (the house is sold
frrst, before the resultant state is reached). As we have seen, the additive is functionally
related to adverbials: It functions marginally in the domain of quality attribution, if
the quality is considered to be transitory.

As far as the Northern dialects are concerned, French cannot serve as a model for
the resultative, which is not grammaticized in this language. But we should remem
ber that the original contact language (following Latin and Proto-Romance) was not
French, but Gascon, the southwestern variety of the Occitan language (or language
group). In the subdialects of Gascon adjacent to the Basque Country (Bearnese), we
find the resultative and, what is more, it strikingly resembles the Basque construc
tion of the Northern dialects (agreement with the head ....... quality attribution):17

(25) Que s) ave crompat ua' aulhada. (past perfect)
ENC RFL AUX. TR buy:PCP:M IDF sheepflock

3S.PAST F (F) (Hourcade 1986: 174)
'S/he had bought a flock of sheep.'

(16) Similar examples from Spanish and Portuguese are discussed by Breu 0988: 56-59).
(17) The Gascon resultative seems to be of genuine Romance origin, later lost in other dialects due to contact

with French, which contains no resultatives.
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(26) Que s ave crompad-a ua
ENC RFL AUX.TR buy:PCP-F IDF

3S.PAST F

aulhada.
sheepflock
(F)

M. HAASE

(tesultative)
(Camelat: Vita

vitanta, cf.
Hourcade 1986: 173)

'S/he had bought a flock of sheep.. '
(i.e.: S/he had a bought flock of sheep.)

In (25) the action takes place with reference to another action, i.e. the emphasis
lies on the temporal relation. In this case the past perfect is used. In (26), however;
the quality of being bought is attributed to the object and the emphasis lies on the
result of the action. This interpretation has been confirmed by my Gascon inform~

ants.
The parallelism between the Basque and Gascon constructions becomes more

obvious in a sentence which I happen to have retorded in both languages:

(27)" (i) Leiho -a zerra-tu d _ik.18

window-IND close-PCP ABS -FAM
/shutters 3.PRS 2S~M

(ii) Qu' a barrat 10 -s contravent -so
ENC AUX.TR close ART -P shutter -P

3S PCP
CS/he has close~ the shutters.' (perfect)

(28) (i) Leiho -aj

. (beti)-zerrati -a / zertatu -rik dike
~IND always ...IND -PART

(ii) Qu'a /deisha (tostemps) barrat -s lo ...s contravent -5.

let.3S always -P -P - P
CS/he has/leaves the shutters (always) closed.' (resultative)

Unfortunately, 'shutters' in Basque is a collective noun,19 otherwise it would
appear in the plural form, with the participle in agreement with the head:

(28)' leihoak zerratiak ...

In the second example, which shows the resultative, the action of closing the
window need not have taken place. Perhaps, they have always been closed ("quasi
-resultative", cf. Nedjalkov 1988: 14).

Again, I will try to illustrate the difference between the perfect and the resulta
tive constructions with the help of brackets. The parallelism between Basque and
Gascon should thus become clearer:

(29) Leiho -a [zerra -tu d -ik].
window -IND close -PCP ABS -FAM
/shutters 3.PRS 2S.M"
cS/he hs closed the shutters.'

(18) dik is a 'familiar allocutive', a second person particle is added to the verb, in order to express familiarity;
the form is otherwise equivalent to du. .

(19) Leiho in fact means 'the whole window' (with shutters); according to my informants, in this sentence it is
the shutters that are meant.
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(30) [Leihoali [z€tra-ti -a]i [zerra-tu -rikl dik
-IND PART

cS/he has/leaves the shutters alv{ays closed.'

449

(31) [Qu'a
ENC AUX.TR

3S

barratJ
close
PCP

10
ART

-s contravent -so
-P shutter -P

translation as (29)

(32) Qu'a/deisha [barrat -S]i [10
-P

··s cotltravent -S]i
..p -P

as (30)

Diathesis types

The term 'diathesis' does not seem very appropriate for Basque, since this lan
guage does not, originally, distinguish active, passive, and other diatheses.2o Never
theless, we can distinguish between two types of resultatives, one in which an actor
is involved and one in which the actor is not involved (at least to the extent that it
does not appear in the auxiliary):21

(33) Etxe -a sal -du -a d-u. S/he holds the house sold.'
house -IND sell-PCP-IND i\BS-TR(ERG)

3.PRS (3)

(34) Etxe -a sal-du -a d -a. ' The house is sold.'
house -IND sell-PeP -IND l\.BS -ITR.PRS

3.PRS "j

From a universalist point of vievl, we may say that the two constructions are
differently oriented. With the resultative this differentiation is fairly common, even if
the construction with· the transitive. auxiliary seems to be less frequent than that
with the intransitive.22

It is this second orientation which in language contact gradually develops into a
passive construction. Its structural similarity with Romance provides a possible
explanation for this process: The Romance passive is always a copular construction
containing the participle as predicative element:

(35) [headJi [predicative participleli [copula/auxJi

This pattern is identical for both the Basque -a-resultative and the Romance
passive and is recognized as such by bilingual speakers. Since French, the contact
language which in this century has gradually supplanted Gascon, makes wide use of
the passive voice,23 speakers of French feel the necessity to imitate its frequent use in

(20) For marginal instances of antipassive, see Rebuschi (1983); he also mentions passive forms, which for me
were originally resultatives (cf. below).

(21) In the Souther~ dialects (in contact with Spanish), dauka ('s/he holds', cf. Spanish tiene) is used instead of
du, and dago ('s/he stays' , cf. Spanish estaj instead ofda, both normally with the -(e)ta-resultative.

(22) It is also possible to detransitivize present tense forms as in the sentence: Liburu hau ongi saltzen da. 'This
(hau) book sells (saltzen da, PRS.ITR) ~el1 (ongt).·

(23) Here some typological correlates for this fact: passive is used for pragmatic purposes, French is extremely
subject prominent (Sasse 1982: 283), and the subject-v~rb liaison is sentence-constituting (Sasse forthcoming).
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Basque, esp. in writting. The following example is taken from a newpaper article
(Herria 2042: 3):

(36) Adolfo Villoslada [...] libra-tu-a izan d -a [...]
proper name free-PCP-IND be ABS -ITR.PRS

3.PRS
'A.V. has been freed.'

(37) izan da on
good

-gi trata
-ADV treat

-tu -a! 'He has been well treated.'
-pep -IND

The participle izan, which according to my informants is optional, makes. the
construction resemble the French formula even more- il a ete ... ('he has been').

Adverbials of time

We have seen that the resultative can be combined with t.he adverbial beti
'always'. It can also be combined with adverbials expressing long periods of time
between the beginning of the resultant state and the time of reference (normally the
time of utterance):

(38) Etxe -a saldu -a d -u aspaldi -tik.
house-IND sell -IND ABS -TR(EJR.G) long-ago -ABL

3.PRS (3)
lit. CS/he has been for a long time in the situation of having sold the house.'
more lit.: ' ... from (ABL) long ago'

Nevertheless, it is surprising to find punctual adverbals as well. The following
example is commonly heard:

(39) Etxe -a saldu -a d -u aspaldi -an.
house -IND sell -IND ABS -TR(E:RG) long_ago-IN

3.PRS. (3)
lit.: CS/he has been in the situation of having sold the house long ago.'
i.e.: cS/he sold the house long ago.'

Moreover, when I asked my informants to transform present perfect sentences
(e.g.: Etxea saldu du.), by adding aspaldian, they would regularly put them into the
resultative, which serves as a substitute for the simple past tense. This tendency
to replace the simple pas.t tense with the original r~sultative form is typical for
elderly informants. Young people follow the general tendency of French to replace
the past with the recent perfect (cf. Oyhat'~abal 1987: 592). The use of the
resultative for the past corresponds to the rejection of the recent perfect in such
circ~mstances. Elderly people still seem to be aware of the idea of recentness
contained in the Basque perfect, although they have for the most part already
forgotten what the resultative is (which coincides with the loss of Gascon). They
therefore use this' category to imitate the French model of the 'colloquial' past,
which uses the -original perfect (French 'passe compose') instead of the- simple
past tense ('passe simple'). As I -mentioned above, this situation is transitory:
Young people rarely use the resultative with a transitive auXiliary, and tend to
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replace the past with perfect forms. On the other hand, they make wide 'use of the
resultative with an intransitive auxiliary to express the passive voice, an 'obvious
calque from the Romance contact languages.

Conclusions

The dialectal preferences for resultative forms that resemble' that of the contact
languages and the reanalysis as a passive (or past) after the change' of the' contact
language show that language contact plays an important role in the development of
the resultative in Basque. The same certainly holds for other TAM-categories as
welL It seems to me that such categories are prone to diffuse through contact.24 In
the Basque example it has once more become clear that the role of transfer is not
that important where morphological material is involved; in the first place, it is
patterns that are transferred from one language to the other. As for the resultative,
the pattern is reinterpreted (reanalysed) as a passive construction (or past tense) in a
new contact situation. This is encouraged by the lack of a resultative in the new
model language.

Breu (1988) proposes a distinction of perfects, going from a resultative one to the
merely 'temporal "perfect''' (the 'pasSIE compose' of modern French). In Basque, the
common origin of the perfect and the resultative supports the idea that the latter
represents a special kind of the former, perhaps the extreme, i.e. 'prototypical',
instance on, a scale or continuum, as proposed earlier in this article.25 In many
languages26 the temporal perfect develops 'out of more characterizing or resultative
instances on the continuum. The most striking point in Basque is however that the
resultative has been capable of directly taking over the function of a temporal
perfect, as opposed to the (recent) perfect, which, for may speakers, has not lost its
semantic component of recentness. This can only be explained by the fact that the
idea of recentness is more strongly anchored in Gascon and Spanish than that of
resultativeness, so that it "is more easily preserv~d in the contact situation.27
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